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Introduction
Let G and A be finite groups and suppose that A acts on G by automor-
phisms. We write Irr(G) to denote the set of all irreducible characters of G
over the complex number field. Then A induces permutation action on Irr(G).
For %e/rr(G) and a(=A, the character X* is defined by %'(/)=%(£) for
g^G. The set of all ^4-invariant characters in Irr(G) is denoted by IrrA(G).
Assume further that ( |G|, |-4 |)=1. G. Glauberman [2] first showed that
if A is solvable then there is a bijection
π(G,A}:IrrA(G)-*Irr(CG(A)}
which is uniquely defined by the action of A on G.
When- A is not solvable, the Odd-Order Theorem of Feit and Thompson im-
plies that I A I is even and hence \G\ is odd. E.G. Dade and I.M. Isaacs [3]
developed the correspondence when |G| is odd, and T.R. Wolf [7] showed the
correspondences of Glauberman and Isaacs are equal when both are defined.
For a fixed prime py IBr(G) denotes the set of all irreducible ^-modular
characters of G, chosen with respect to some fixed pullback of the />-modular
roots of unity to the complex numbers. Then A also induces permutation
action on IBr(G) by the same manner as on Irr(G). Now the question arises
whether there is a bijection from IBrA(G) onto IBr(CG(A)) or not. The pui-
pose of this paper is to show that it exists when G is ^-solvable, namely, we
shall prove the following.
Theorem. Let A act on G such that ( |G| , \A\)=l. Suppose that G is
p-solvable. Then there exists a bijection
ττ(G, A): IBrA(G) - IBr(CG(A)}.
And the following hold.
( i ) // B<A, then 5r(G, A)=τr(G, B)π(CG(B\ A/B).
(ii) If A is a q-group for a prime q, then, for φ^IBrA(G), (φ)5r(G, A) is
the unique irreducible constituent of φCβ.(A) with multiplicity prime to q.
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The proof of the above Theorem is divided into two parts. It is proved
when A is solvable in Section 3 (Theorem 3.10). If A is nonsolvable, then
2 1 \A I by the Odd-Order Theorem. Thus |G| is odd and we may assume
^>Φ2. In this case it is done in Section 4 (Theorem 4.3).
We follow the notation of [5].
The question was suggested to the author by Professor N. Kawanaka,
to whom he wishes to express his hearty thanks. The author also wishes to
express his gratitude to his teacher, Professor H. Nagao, for his valuable ad-
vice and encouragement.
1. Preliminaries
In this section, we mention some properties of co-prime actions.
The first lemma, which can be proved via the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem,
is quite useful when looking at co-prime actions. It is due to Glauberman
[1]. Also a proof can be found in Lemma 13.8 and Corollary 13.9 of [5].
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that a group A acts on a group G with ( | G | , | -4 | )= 1 .
Let A and G both act on a set Ω and assume
( i ) (x g) a= (x a) ga for all x^Ω, g^G and a^A.
( ii ) G is transitive on Ω.
Then A fixes a point of Ω, and CG(A) acts transitively on the set of fixed points
of A.
The following lemma is easily seen by using the above.
Lemma 1.2. Assume A acts on G, N< G, TV is A-invariant, ( \ G : N\ , | A \ )
= 1 , and % e IrrA(G) . Then
( i ) XN has an A-invariant irreducible constituent θ.
(ii) If CG/N(A)=l, then the above θ is unique.
(iii) If CG/N(A)=G/N, then every irreducible constituent of XN is A-invariant.
The next result is in some sense dual to the above lemma.
Lemma 1.3. Assume A acts on G, N<G, N is A-invariant,
(\G:N\, \A\)=l,andθ€ΞlrrA(N). Then
( i ) ΘG has an A-invariant irreducible constituent %.
(ii) If CG/N(A) = l, then the above X is unique.
(iii) If CG/N(A) = G/N then every irreducible constituent of ΘG is A-invariant.
Proof. This Lemma follows from Theorem 13.31 and Problems 13.10 and
13.13 of [5].
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2. Preliminaries for character correspondence
In this section, we recall some properties of the character correspondence
of Glauberman and Dade-Isaacs. Since we will be frequently looking at co-
prime actions, we make the following hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. Let A act on G such that ( |G|, \A\)=l. Let C=
CG(A) and let T=GA be the semi-direct product of G and A.
The results of Glauberman, Isaacs and Wolf may be summarized as fol-
lows.
Theorem 2.2. Assume Hypothesis 2.1. Then there is a uniquely defined
map
π(G,A):IrrA(G)-*Irr(C)
and the following hold.
(i) τr(G, A) is bίjective.
(ii) IfB<A, then π(Gy A)=π(G, B)π(CG(B), AjB).
(iii) If A is a q-group for a prime q and %e/n^(G), then (X)τr(G, A) is
the unique ξ^Irr(C) suck that qX\K
c
> £]•
(iv) If \G\ is odd and %^IrrA(G\ then there exists the unique £e
IrrA([G, A]'C) such that 2^[XίGtAyCί ζ\. Also (%)*(£, A)=(ξ)π([G, A]'C, A).
Moreover suppose a, is an automorphism of T which leaves G and A invariant.
Then C is a-invariant and we have
(%>(G, A) = {(%MG, A)Γ for all X€ΞlrrA(G).
Proof. See Corollary 5.2 of [7] for (i)^(iv). The last statement holds
since τr(G, A) is ultimately determined uniquely by multiplicities. A similar
argument can be found, for example, in the discussion preceding Corollary
13.19 of [5].
By saying that τr(G, A) is uniquely defined, we mean that τr(G, A) is
determined by the action of A on G. If A is solvable, then (ii) and (iii) give
an algorithm for computing τr(G, A). Suppose that |G| is odd. If [G, A]= 1,
then C—G and τr(G, A) is the identity map on Irr(G). Assume that [G, A]
Φ1. The Odd-Order Theorem implies [G, A]'<[G, A] and hence [G, A\'C<G.
Thus (iv) provides an algorithm for computing τr(G, A) when |G| is odd.
In the next lemma, we mention some useful properties of τr(G, ^4), which
relate τr(G, A) and π(Ny A) for an ^4-invariant normal subgroup N of G.
Lemma 2.3. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that N is an A-ίnvariant normal
subgroup of G. Let %e/rr^(G), θ<=IrrA(N), T=IG(Θ\ £=(%)τr(G, A), and φ=
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(θ)π(N, A), where IG(Θ) denotes the inertia group of θ in G. Then
(i) [XN,θ]*Qifandσnlyif[ξNnc,Φ]*0.
(ii) T Π C=/
c
(φ) and (^G}π(G, A)=((ψ)π(T, A))c for ^^IrrA(T \ θ).
Proof. See Lemma 2.5 of [8].
Assume Hypothesis 2.1. For %e/rr^(G) there exists the unique exten-
sion %*<Ξ/rr(Γ) of % such that ^4<ker(detX*). (See Lemma 13.3 of [5].) %*
is called the canonical extension of %.
Lemma 2.4. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that A is cyclic. Let X&IrrA(G)
and ξ=(X)τr(Gy A). Let %* be the canonical extension of % to Γ. Then there
exists 6= ± 1 such that
) = βξ(c) for allc^C and all generators a of A.
Proof. See Theorem 13.6 of [5].
3. Correspondence of Brauer characters
Let p be a fixed prime. In this section, we construct, under Hypothesis
2.1, a bijection from IBrA(G) onto IBr(C) when G is ^-solvable. We begin
with two useful results of Isaacs [4], [6]. For a character % of G let % denote
the restriction of % to the ^-regular elements of G.
Lemma 3.1. Let N< G with pX \ G : N \ . Let θ e frr(N) and assume
(i) 8<ΞlBr(N)and
( ϋ ) θ*= θ for those g<=G with Og=0.
Then /\ defines a bijection from Irr(G \ θ) onto IBr(G \ θ).
Proof. See Lemma 2.6 of [6].
Lemma 3.2. Let N<G with G/N a p-group. Let φ^IBr(N). Then
IBr(G I φ) consists of a single element ψ\ Moreover if IG(φ) =={g^G\φg=φ}=Gy
then ψ*N=φ.
Proof. See Lemma 4.4 of [6].
To construct the bijection, we need a definition. If flC/rr(G) and H<G,
we write Ω(H) to denote {θ<=In(H)\ [Xff, (9]ΦO for some %eΩ}. Note that
if K <H<G and ι/r^Ω(/ί), then every irreducible constituent of ψ
κ
 lies in
DEFINITION 3.3. Assume A acts on G. Let Ω be a subset of Irr(G)
and let G^Go^GjE^ t^G^O} be a noimal series of G. We say that Ω
has the lifting property with respect to A and {GJ ϋo if the following is satisfied.
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( i ) Ω is yl-invariant.
(i i) /\ defines the bijection from Ω(G, ) onto IBr(Gi) for each i, Q<ί<n.
Furthermore, we simply say that Ω has the lifting property with respect to A
if Ω has the lifting property with respect to A and every normal series of G.
It is easily seen that an ./4-invariant subset Ω of Irr(G) has the lifting prop-
erty with respect to A if and only if /\ defines the bijection from Ω(N) onto
IBr(N) for any subnormal subgroup N of G.
REMARK. For each ^-solvable group G, Isaacs [4], [6] constructed a char-
acteristic subset QJ(G) of Irr(G) such that
( i ) /\ defines a bijection from 3/(G) onto IBr(G), and
(ii) if N<<G and %^3/(G), then every irreducible constituent of %^
lies in S/(JV).
Moreover the above properties ( i ) and (ii) of 3/(G) imply that for each sub-
normal subgroup N of G and 0e3/(-/V), ΘG has an irreducible constituent which
lies in ^(G). This can be shown using the same argument as in Lemma 3.4.
So 3/(G) has the lifting property with respect to any A.
Lemma 3.4. Assume A acts on G. Let G^Go^G^ ^G^ίl} be a
normal series of G. Let ΩC/rr(G) have the lifting property with respect to A
(i) If ρJf\Gk: G,\ for Q<k<l<n, then Irr(Gk\θ)c:Ω,(Gk) for all 0€Ξ
(ii) // \Gk: G,\ is a power of p for 0<k<l<n, then Irr(Gk\θ)Γ\Ω(Gk}
consists of a single element for every
To prove Lemma 3.4 we need another lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4 let 0eΩ(G/) and
(G*). Suppose $&IBr(Gk \ ό). Then ψ£Ξlrr(Gk \ θ).
t
Proof. We have Λ]SG =Σ^7» where the 77, are irreducible. We also have
'
 =1
Since τ7feΩ(G/), ήi^IBr(Gi) by the lifting property of Ω. Since
v)y it follows that $— ^  for some i. Since /\ is the bijection from
Ω(G/) onto IBr(Gi), we have θ~ ηi and the result follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. It suffices to prove only when l=k \-\. Thus we
may assume that G/ is normal in Gk.
( i ) Let 0eΩ(G;) and %e/rr(G, | θ). For g^Gk ^eΩ(G ) by the def-
inition of Ω(G/) and it follows by the lifting property of Ω that θg—θ for those
g&Gk with $*=<?. From Lemma 3.1, % belongs to IBr(Gk\d), and then we
can find -ψ>eΩ(G*) such that ^^X. Since ψe/βr(GJ^), Lemma 3.4 yields
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that ι/re/rr(GJ<9). Thus by Lemma 3.1 again, we have %=Λ/r
(ii) Let 0(ΞΩ(G,). Let φ<=IBr(Gk\θ). Then by the lifting property
of Ω, there exists ψeΩ(G*) such that ψ= φ. Since ψ>e/βr(GJ$), we have
ψGΞ/*τ(G
Λ
|0) by Lemma 3.5. Thus ψEE/rr(G*|0)(ΊΩ(GA). It follows from
Lemma 3.2 and the lifting property of Ω that such a i/r is unique. Now the
proof is complete.
In the next proposition, we see that τr(G, A) preserves the lifting property
with respect to A and any given A -composition series of G.
Proposition 3.6. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable. Let
G=G0>G1\> >Gn={l} be an A-composition series of G and let Ωc/ττ(G)
have the lifting property with respect to A and {G, };!Lo Then the image of £1A
— ΩΓ\IrrA(G) by ττ(G, A) has the lifting property with respect to {1} (the trivial
automorphism of C) and {G
z
 Π C} ,-ϋo
Proof. Use induction on | G | .
Let Λ be the image of Ω^ by π(G,A). Let ηGfl(Gi)A=Ω(Gi)Γ\IrrA(Gi)
for i>\. If Gf-i/G,- is a p'-group, then it is clear from Lemma 1.3 and Lemma
3.4 ( i ) that Ω(G
ί
_1)^n/^(^!ί-ιl77) is nonempty. If G^/G, is a^>-grouρ, then
by Lemma 3.4 (ii) Ω(G
ί
 _1) Π/^G^jl^) has exactly one element and since both
Ω(G
ί
 _1) and Irr(Gi^i\rj) are ^4-invariant, it must be ^-invariant. So Ω(Gί_1)u4Π
Irr(Gi-l I η) is nonempty in any case.
Suppose -ψ eΩίGf-iXifΊ/TKG/-!!^). Applying Lemma 2.3 ( i ) repeatedly
we can find %eΩ^ Π Irr(G \ η) such that (X)τr(G, A)ϊΞlrr(C \ (η)π(Gh A)). Since
(X)τr(G, A) eΛ, it follows that (η)π(Gh A)<=Λ(Gi Π C). Conversely we suppose
?eΛ(Gf nC) and set η=(ξ)π'\Gi,A). By the definition of Λ and Λ(Gt ΠC)
there exists %^Ω^ such that (%)τr(G, A)^Irr(C\ξ). From Lemma 2.3 ( i ),
we have %^Irr(G\η), so 77^Ω(GZ)^. Thus we can conclude that the image
of Ω(Gt)A by π(Gh A) is precisely Λ(Gt Π C) for each i, 0<ί<n. Since Ω(Gf)
has the lifting property with respect to A and {G,-} !^ and {G^in=ι is an A-
composition series of Gly it follows from the inductive hypothesis that for each
is a bijection. Therefore the proof will be complete if we show that /\ gives
a bijection from Λ onto IBr(C).
If C<Gj, then GiΠC^C— G 0 ΠC and ΛtGjΠC^Λ. Thus we have
nothing to prove.
Now assume G^C. Let Θi9 •••, θk be representatives of C-orbits of
Ω(Gi)^. Foi each /, l<ί<Ar, set φi=(θi)π(Gl9A). If g<=C, then (9f is also
A -invariant and from Theorem 2.2 we have
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Gl9 A) = (*,)*(<?!, A)8 - φf .
Thus φj, •••, φk are representatives of C-orbits of λ.(G1ΠC)=(Ω(G1)A)π(Gly A).
Furthermore θgi^Ω(Gl) for g^G and i, l<i<k, by the definition of Ω(Gj)
Since /\ gi\es the bijection from Ω(Gj) onto IBr(G^)> it follows that 0f=0, for
those £<EG with $f=<0, . Thus we have /G(0f )=/c$) for *> !<*<&• Also we
obtain Ic(Φi)=Ic(Φi) f°r each i, l<z<&.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. G/G! is a p-group.
Since G/G, is abelian, we have G1C=G. Then /?τ(G | 0,) Π Irr(G \ θj) is
empty for iΦy. And by Lemma 3.4 (ii), 7rr(G 1 0, ) ΓΊ Π has exactly one ele-
k
ment which is of course ^-invariant. So we have ΩA=\JIrr(G\θi)ΠΩ and
ι = l
especially | ΩA \ =k. Thus | Λ | =k.
Recall that φ
ί9 ••••, φk are representatives of C-orbits of A(GjnC). By
the lifting property of Λ(GjnC), <j>1} •••, φk are representatives of C-orbits of
/^(GjΠC) and thus by Lemma 3.2 we have |/Br(C)|= k. Therefore it suf-
fices to prove that, for X&ΩAΓiIrr(G\θi), (X)π(G, A) is modularly irreducible.
Let XGΩAnlrr(G\θi). Then there exists ξ^IrrA(IG(θi)\θi) such that ξG=X.
(See Theorem 6. 11 of [5].) ^$ince lG-P-%e/5r(G), I must be irreducible.
Also [θit ξGl] ΦO yields that θ{ is an irreducible constituent of ςGj. By Lemma 2.3,
(ξ)π(IG(θi), ^)e/rr(/c(φ,0lφ, ) and (%MG, ^) = ((fX/G(^), ^))c And by
Lemma 3.2, I is the extension of 0f . Since IG(θi)/G1 is abelian, | Irr(IG(θi) \ 0f ) |
= 14(^)1 Gj | . (See Corollary 6.17 of [5].) By Lemma 1.3 (iii), we have
Irr(IG(θi)\θi)dIrrA(IG(θi)) and thus by Lemma 2.3 we have | Irr(IG(θt) \ θ;) \
= I /rr(/G(0,) Π C I φ,) I = \ Irr(I^) \ φ,) | . Since | IG(θf) : G1\ = \ GJM - Gι I
= l/c(Φ*): GιΠC| , we get | /IT(/C(^) I Φi) I = I^ΦO ^ΠCI and hence each
element in 7rr(/
c
(φ
z
 ) | φt ) is an extension of φf to /c(Φt) and so is modularly irre-
ducible. This applies, in particular, to (ξ)π(IG(θi)y A)^Irr(Ic(φi) Iφ,-). The
equality 7
c
(φt)=/c(φί ) implies that
belongs to IBr(C\φi). (See also Lemma 3.3 of [6].)
Thus the proof is complete.
Case 2. G/Gj is a //-group.
If X<=ΩA, then by Lemma 1.2 ( i ), 'X,^Irr(G\θi} for some ί, l<i<k.
Thus by Lemma 2.3 ( i ) it follows that (X)π(Gy A)&Irr(C\φi), so we have
ΛcU/rr(C|ώi). Conversely if ^e/rr(C|φt ), then set % = (^)τr"1(G, ^4)e
ι = l
7rr^(G) and by Lemma 2.3 ( i ) again, we have fX
ί
^Irr(G\θi}. Since βieΩίGj)^,
it follows from Lemma 3.4 (i) that XeΩ^ Thus μ~ (%)τr(G, ^J)eΛ and we
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Λ
conclude Λ= (JIrr(C\φi). Since /C(Φ») = Ic(Φί)> by Lemma 3.1 ^ defines a
bijection
for each ί, l<i<k.
Now if ίΦy, then /rr(C | φ, ) Π /rr(C | φ, ) and IBr(C\^i)Γ[IBr(C\^J) are
both empty. Recall that φlt •••, φΛ are representatives of C-orbits of IBr(Gl Π C).
Since IBr(C)— (JIBr(C\<j>i), we can conclude that /\ gives the bijection from
Λ onto IBr(C). This completes the proof.
This proposition implies immediately the following.
Corollary 3.7. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable. Let Ωc
Irr(G). If Ω has the lifting property with respect to A, then /\ gives a bijection
from (ΩA)π(G, A) onto IBr(C).
REMARK. Under the hypotheses in Proposition 3.6 Λ~(Ω^)τr(G, A) has
the lifting property with respect to a composition series of C obtained as a re-
finement of {GiΓ\C}itLo. This can be shown using Lemma 3.1 and Lemma
3.4 (i). Also if B<A, it can be proved that (Ω^)τr(G, B) has the lifting prop-
erty with respect to A/B and {Gt Π OG(B)}i*LQ. But in general τr(G, A] does
not preserve the lifting property with respect to A. (See Appendix.)
Now assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable. Suppose Ωc
Irr(G) has the lifting property with respect to A and some ^-composition series
of G. We denote /^~l the inverse of the bijection
Since /\ obviously preserves the actions of A on ίl and IBr(G)y Proposition
3.6 gives us the following diagram of bijections
^~
l
 π(G,A) /\
IBrA(G) -- > ΩA -± --- >' («>(G, A) - > IBr(C) .
The composition τr(G, A)=^~lπ(G, A)^ is a bijection from IBrA(G) onto
IBr(C).
From its construction, it appears that τr(G, A) depends on the choice of
Ω. In the rest of this section we shall show that it is independent of the choice
of Ω with the lifting property \vith respect to A, if A is solvable. If A is non-
solvable, by the Odd-Order Theorem we may assume />Φ2. When p is odd,
we shall prove a stronger result in Section 4, namely, that τr(G, A) gives a
bijection from QJ(G) Π IrrA(G) onto Q/(C) (see Theorem 4.1). So we shall
have a uniquely defined bijection τr(G, A).
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Proposition 3.8. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable and A is
solvable. Let B<A, D^CG(B\ and assume that Ωc/rr(G) and KdIrr(D)
both have the lifting property with respect to A. Let %eΩ^ and let φ be the
unique element of AA/B such that φ^(X)τr(G, B). (Note that by Corollary 3.7
(X)τr(G, B) is modularly irreducible.) Then (X^G^
We need a lemma.
Lemma 3,9. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that A is cyclic. Let %, Λ|Γ^
IrrA(G). If % and ψ are both modularly irreducible and ά=ψ, then (X)τr(G, A)
Proof. Let Γ=GA. We may assume p\ \G\, thus pX \A\. Since X and
ψ are A -invariant, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
and
are bίjections. Let X* (resp. ψ*) be the canonical extension of % (resp. ψ) to
Γ. Then we have /rr(Γ|X)^ {X*μ\μ(Ξlrr(A)} . Since χ= ψ, there exists
such that X*μ~ -ψ1*. Let Λ be a generator of A By Lemma 2.4,
there exist £=±1 and £'=±1 such that
and
for all g€ΞC. Note that α is ^-regular. Thus we obtain
€6'(X)*(G, A) (g)μ(a) = (ψχGf ^) (^ )
for every ^-regular element g&C. Now evaluation at £=1 yields
€6'(X)π(G, A) (l)μ(ά) = (ψ)π(G, A) (1) .
Since μ(a) is a root of unity, ξS'μ(a) = l. Thus \ve obtain
(%)τr(G, A) - (ψ XG, ^) .
as desired.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Use induction on \A\.
If A=By there is nothing to prove. We may assume A^pB. Let H be a
maximal normal subgroup of A containing B. By the inductive hypothesis,
we have
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(%)τr(G, H) - (φ)τr(D, H/B) .
Also by Corollary 3.7, (X)τr(G, #) and (φ)τr(D, ίf/β) are in IrrA(Cc(H)) and
both of them are modularly irreducible. Since A/H is cyclic, it follows from
Lemma 3.9 that (%)τr(G, H)π(CG(H), A/H) and (φ)τr(A H/B)π(CG(H), A/H)
are equal on the set of ^-regular elements of C. Now the proof is completed
by Theorem 2.2 (ii).
Theorem 3.10. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable and A is
solvable. Then there exists a bijection
τr(G, A): IBrA(G) -> IBr(C)
which is independent of the choice of Ω with the lifting property with respect to A.
And the following hold.
(i) IfB<A, then 5?(G, A)=?t(G, B)π(CG(B), A/B).
(ii) If A is a q-group for a prime q and φ^IBrA(G)y then (φ)τr(G, A) is
the unique irreducible constituent of φ
c
 with multiplicity prime to q.
Proof. By putting B=l in Proposition 3.8, it follows that τr(G, A) is
independent of the choice of such an Ω. If B <A, it is easily seen by Prop-
osition 3.8 that τ?(G, A)=τr(G
ί
 B)π(CG(B), A/B). Now assume φ<=IBrA(G)
and fix Ω with the lifting property with respect to A. Then there exists %eΩ
Λ
such that %—φ. If A is a ^-group, by Theorem 2.2 (iii) we have
%
c
 - m(χ)τr(G, A)+qψ ,
where m is a positive integer prime to q and ψ is zero or a character
of C. Therefore by the definition of τr(G, A), it follows that
φ
c
 = m(φ)τr(G, A)+qψ ,
and the rest of Theorem is obvious.
4. The case: p is odd
In this section, we consider the correspondence of ^-modular characters
for an odd prime p. First we show the following.
Theorem 4.1. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable. If p is
odd, then τr(G, A) gives a bijection from c^A(G)=cί}(G) Π IrrA(G) onto ^(C).
Before proving the above theorem, we should mention the definition of
^y(G) for an odd prime p. When p is odd, ^V(G) coincides with the set of
subnormally ^-rational irreducible characters of G. Here a character % is
called subnormally ^-rational if upon restriction to every subnormal subgroup,
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every irreducible constituent of X is ^-rational i.e. has values in some field
of the form Q[6] where 6n=ly pXn.
To prove Theorem 4.1 we need one more lemma about π(G, A).
For %e/rr(G), let Q(%) be the extension of Q obtained by adjoining the
values %(#), g&G, to Q.
Lemma 4.2. Assume Hypothesis 2.1. Let K be a Galois extension of Q
containing a primitive \G\-th root of unity. Let %&IrrA(G) and ξ—(X,)π(G, A).
Then (X°>(G> £}=%* f°r <r ™ the Galois group of K over Q. Moreover Q(X)
Proof. Since the actions of A and σ on Irr(G) commute with each other,
it follows that %<re/rr^(G). Thus (X*)π(G, A) is meaningful. First we show
(%{Γ)τr(G, A)—ξσ. When A is solvable, we may assume that \A\ is a prime
by Theorem 2.2 (ii) and induction on \A\. Then it follows from Theorem 2.2
(iii) that ξσ is the unique irreducible constituent of %£ with multiplicity prime
to \A\. Thus the result follows.
When I G \ is odd, by Theorem 2.2 (iv) %[G,4]'c has the unique ^4-invariant
irreducible constituent η with odd multiplicity and (X)π(G,A)=(η)π([G,A]'C,A).
An argement similar to the above one and induction on | G | yield the result.
The rest of Lemma follows from the first statement; the field automor-
phisms of K that fix % coincide with those that fix ξ .
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Use induction on |G|. Let TV be a maximal A-
invariant normal subgroup of G.
First we claim (%(G))τr(G, A) C 0}(C).
Assume %e^(G). By Lemma 1.2, there exists Θ^IrrA(N) such that
[%N9 0]ΦO. Since tfe^C/V), it follows from the inductive hypothesis that
(θ)π(N, A)^^(N^C). Also by Lemma 2.3 ( i ), we have (X)τr(G, A)<Ξ
Irr(C\(θ)π(N, A)). If G/N is a ^'-group, then by Lemma 3.4 (i), we have
(%)τr(G, A)Glrr(C\(θ)π(N, ^))c3/(C) as desired. Now assume that G/N
is a p-gτoup. Then ((θ)π(N, A))c has a uniques-rational irreducible consti-
tuent. (See Corollary 7.3 of [4].) By Lemma 3.4 (ii), it lies in 3/(C). On
the other hand, since % is ^-rational, so is (%)τr(G) A) by Lemma 4.2, Thus we
conclude that (X)π(G, A) is just the element in <V(C) Π Irr(C \ (θ)π(N, A)).
Now we prove Theorem. Since ^/(G) has the lifting property with re-
spect to A, it follows from Corollary 3.7 that /\ gives the bijection from
(%(G))τr(G, A) onto IBr(C) . Especially we have | (4}A(G)) π(G,A)\ = \ IBr(C) \ .
Since I Q/(C) I = 1/5^(7)1, (%(G))τr(G, A) coincides with Qf(C). This com-
pletes the proof.
Note that Theorem 4.1 is false if p=2. (See Appendix.)
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By Theorem 4.1, we can define ττ(G, A) via ^(G) in the case where p i?
odd.
Theorem 4.3. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable for an odd
prime p. Then there exists a uniquely defined bijection
τr(G, A): IBrA(G) -> IBr(C).
Moreover if B<A, then (^G, A)=π(G, B}?t(CG(B), A/B).
Proof. We have the following diagram
IBrA(G) ^-> VA(G) ^ d} Q/(C) -^ X IBr(C).
Since <3/(G) is a characteristic subset of 7rr(G),
π(Gy A) = ^~lπ(G, A)^: IBrA(G) -* IBr(C)
is a uniquely defined bijection. The last part of Theorem is clear.
REMARK. In the case where A is solvable and p is odd, Theorem 3.10
permits us to take ^V(G) for fi, and hence the bijection (^G, A) in Theorem
3.10 and Theorem 4.3 are the same.
Under Hypothesis 2.1, we note that application of Lemma 1.1 shows that
there is a bijection from the set of A -fixed ^-regular conjugacy classes JC of G
onto the set of all ^-regular conjugacy classes of C sending any such JC into
cXnc.
The final result is analogous to Theorem 13.24 of [5].
Corollary 4.4. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 and that G is p-solvable. Then
the actions of A on IBr(G) and on the set of p-regular conjugacy classes of G are
permutation ίsomorphic.
Proof. The same proof as in Lemma 13.23 and Theorem 13.24 of [5]
works for our case.
Appendix
Here we give an example which shows us that Theorem 4.1 is false when
p=2.
Let q be a prime such that q= ±5 (mod 12). Let E be a nonabelian group
of order q3 and exponent q with E~<^x, j>, χ9=y9=[x, y]q= 1. Define γe
Aut(E) by xy=y~lx, yy=x so that 0(7) = 6. Let G^XJ <γ3>, the semi-direct
product, and let A—<72>. Then A acts on G coprimely, centralizing C=
Z(£)x<γ3>. Let θ be a faithful irreducible character of £. Since θ vanishes
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on E\Z(E), it is ^4-invariant. And since ( | J B | , |<γ3>|)=l, there exists the
canonical extension of θ to G, say %. Assume p=2. Then X lies in 3£(G).
For the definition of 3?(G), see Definition 2.2 of [6], Thus % lies in %(G).
(See Definition 5.1 of [6].) Since [%, X]=l, easy calculation yields |X(73)| =1.
Let λ be the unique irreducible constituent of X2(ε) Then we have
=
 ί((ί+l)/2)λ+((ϊ-l)/2)λ/., if <?Ξ=5 (mod 12)
C
 l((?-l)/2)λ+((?+l)/2)λ/,, if q= ~5 (mod 12),
where μ is the unique nontrivial character of <73>.
In both cases, we have 3/^fXc, λμ]. It follows from Theorem 2.2 (iii)
ύ&t(X,)π(G,A)=\μ. But since (λ/A)<t>>=^φίV«73»={l<Λ} and <73><]C, λμ
does not belong to QJ(C).
Moreover note that the image of C^A(G) by τr(G, -4) does not have the
lifting property with respect to {!}, the trivial automorphism of C, although
has it with respect to A.
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